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ABSTRACT:

It is generally known that electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is a powerful technique and its

real-time application has been demanded for prompt observations on instantaneous electrochemical

changes. Nevertheless, long measurement time and laborious analysis procedures have hindered

development of it. Solving the problems, here I report of a new algorithm design for development

of a real-time electrochemical impedance monitoring system, which potentially provides a guideline

in developing monitoring systems of electric vehicles batteries and other electrochemical power

plants. The significant progress in this report is employment of the parallel processing protocol

which connects independent sub functions to successfully operate with avoiding mutual interrup-

tions. Therefore, all the processes required to monitor electrochemical impedance changes in real-

time are properly operated. To realize the conceptual scheme, a Labview program was coded with

sub functions units which conduct their processes individually and only data are transferred

between them through the parallel pipelines. Finally, measured impedance spectra and analysis

results are displayed, which are synchronized according to the time of change.
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1. Introduction

Electrochemical techniques provide handy plat-

forms for measuring chemical changes because they

directly convert chemical changes to electric signals.1)

Normally, chemical measurement devices employ

additional transducers to convert chemical energy per-

turbed by chemical processes to electric analog/digital

signals which instruments can handle with. For exam-

ple, absorption spectrum related to chemical bonds

and reactions are obtained by a photon detector.2)

Here, the photon detector, as the transducer, converts

the chemical information to electronic signals by

counting the photons. However, in electrochemistry,

because chemical reactions are interfaced with elec-

trode, chemical information is directly transferred to

the electrode which produces electric signals and

transmits to the display instrument.3) Therefore, we

can remove complexity of chemical instrumentation

and processes as well as enhance performance and

portability.

There are many electrochemical techniques to

observe chemical phenomena. Constant or scanning

potential methods are very frequently used. They can

report much electrochemical information even with a

simple relationship between potential and current. Yet,

the more complex the chemical phenomena are, the

higher resoluble methods are needed. One of the

advanced techniques is electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy (EIS), which is very sensitive to chemis-

try occurring at the electrified interface.4)

The fundamental of EIS resides in use of ac signals

of various frequencies. The electrochemical processes
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at the electrode/electrolyte interface are complexly

composed, so that a simple E-I curve cannot provide

clear vision of such complexity.3) However, taking

advantage of that those processes respond differently

according to frequencies, we could find ways to

resolve the complex relationships among the pro-

cesses. For instance, if we are interested in the electro-

chemical behavior of a specific process such as

electron transfer, mass transfer, and electric double

layer formation, we can aim at studying the responses

upon ac waves of an appropriate frequency, on which

other processes do not depend.5) Another example is

study on the collective frequency behavior made by

the target chemical reaction. It is already known that

diffusion of molecules can be studied by plotting the

imaginary number of impedance against 1/(fre-

quency)1/2.3) Also, the phase angle changed along fre-

quencies tells capacitance and response times at

differently treated electrodes.6,7) Still, EIS does more

things; it can describe the complex electrochemical

phenomena as an equivalent circuit. The equivalent

circuit consists of all the possible processes involved,

so that the whole picture of electrochemistry can be

drawn.8) In other words, the obtainable information is

not limited to specific ones, but extends to the com-

plex relationships among multiple faradaic and non-

faradaic processes.

That method can be achieved by means of the non-

linear-curve-fitting (NLCF) technique. When possible

equivalent circuits are proposed, the NLCF fits the

measured EIS spectrum to the circuit to evaluate the

components in the circuit. Here, the components are

analogous to electrochemical processes, thus we are

able to find the values of thermodynamic and kinetic

parameters based on the equivalent circuit.4,9) The

NLCF is a widely used method to result in the best

values fitting to given conditions, and available com-

mercially. However, its algorithm costs much mathe-

matical resources due to rigorous calculations, so that

a practical application of NLCF to impedance analy-

sis is restricted. Therefore, impedance measurement

and analysis should be made separately, and real-time

impedance monitoring is hardly accomplished.

Another hurdle for real-time impedance monitoring

system is that impedance spectrum cannot be obtained

in the transient state.10-12) In an experiment, when a

bias potential at which electrochemical reactions take

place is applied, a certain amount of time should be

waited until the steady state is reached. Then, ac wave

perturbations are applied to drive ac responses of elec-

trochemical processes. Here, the desired bias potential

application and ac perturbation are not synchronized.

Consequently, real-time impedance acquisition is

inherently impossible. However, a recent progress of

EIS solved this problem. Chang and Park developed

theories about transformation of dc to ac electrochem-

ical signals leading to electrochemical impedance as

function of frequency.13) According to their method, ac

perturbation is not needed, and only a bias potential

application is used to measure impedance spectrum of

a wide frequency range. Thus, the measured imped-

ance can be synchronized to the applied potential,

which promises the real-time impedance monitoring

system.

The real-time impedance monitoring system has

been continuously demanded because simple E-I rela-

tionships have limitations to fully monitor on-going

electrochemical processes. Nonetheless, the real-time

impedance monitoring system has not been accom-

plished due to the obstacles explained above.8,14)

Here in this report, I will describe how I designed a

program to conduct the real-time impedance monitor-

ing by improving the previous FTEIS system to carry

out rigorous measurement and analysis simulta-

neously.

2. Experimental

A potentiostat capable of handling high speed sig-

nals with high precision is home-made and connected

to a NI PCI-4461 card (National Instruments, Austin,

TX) installed in a PC. The card is called a dynamic

signal analyzer (DSA), and functions as an arbitrary

waveform generator through its output terminals, and

a signal digitizer acquiring data through the input ter-

minals. The DSA board generates a staircase wave-

form as the source of high speed potential steps

transmitted to the potentiostat. The potentiostat stably

delivers them to the experiment cell. (In this report,

only a dummy cell consisting of a capacitor (10 µF)

and two resistors (1 kΩ) is used for demonstration

instead of an electrochemical cell.) The current and

responding potential data are acquired at 204.8 k sam-

ples using the DSA board. Impedances calculation and

non-linear curve fitting simulation are carried out in a

single Labview program composed of many sub func-

tion units. To the purpose of verifying my new pro-

posal, two Labview programs are coded with and
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without the parallel processing protocol. Here, the

core sub function units are the analog waveform gen-

erator, the signal digitizer, the FFT impedance calcula-

tor, and the analyzer in Fig. 1, and are connected via

serial and parallel pipeline as shown in the figures.

The former two function units are provided by NI and

the latter two are home-made. The FFT impedance

calculator transforms the dc current and potential to ac

impedance based on the algorithm published before.

Briefly, the transient currents and potentials recorded

in the time domain are differentiated [I(t), E(t) → ∆I(t)

and ∆E(t)], and Fourier transformation transfers the

data to the frequency domain [∆I(t) and ∆E(t) →

∆I(ω) and ∆E(ω)], Finally, Impedances, Z(ω), are cal-

culated by ∆V(ω)/∆I(ω). More details are described

elsewhere.8)

3. Results and Discussion

The existing FTEIS measurement protocols are fol-

lowing; (1) step potential waveforms are applied to the

electrochemical cell, (2) the applied potential waves

and the resulting currents are acquired by a digitizer

installed in a PC and recorded on a hard disk drive, (3)

the recorded potentials and currents undergo the math-

ematical operation; differentiation, Fourier transform,

and impedance calculation, and (4) analysis based on

the non-linear-curve-fitting to equivalent circuits is

performed to extract electrochemical information from

impedance spectrum. Step (1) and (2) refer to real-

time recording of potential and current done by the

waveform generator and the digitizer in the PC, but

Step (3) and (4) belong to the calculation part that

exhaust the resources of the PC such as CPU perfor-

mance and internal/external data transfer. Even though

Step (1) and (2) can be done simultaneously, Step (3)

and (4) should be done separately one by one. In the

pursuit of the real-time impedance monitoring sys-

tem, Step (1) through (4) should be done without time

lag not to mention accuracy of measurement. Unfortu-

nately, even the state-of-art computing system cannot

handle the whole (1) to (4) sequential processes.

However, owing to the computing system advanc-

ing to the multi-tasking platforms with multi-core

CPUs, we find a roundabout way to handle the whole

processes without time lag. The key point of this work

is the parallel computing operation. Step (1) and (2)

are done regularly, and the data are transferred to

another memory area to be ready to be subject to Step

(3). Once the data are transferred, Step (1) and (2) are

safe to conduct the next data acquisition without time

lag. Because the rate of data transfer is much faster

than that of data acquisition, the data is neither delayed

nor missing while Step (1) and (2) carry out continu-

ously. Step (3) carries out the rigorous calculation to

result in impedance spectrum from the transferred

data. Especially, Fourier transform requires a long

time with full load on the CPU, which affects the over-

all performance of FTEIS measurement. However, as

the present computing system supports the multi-core

processors for multi-tasking, we can separate the roles

of data acquisition and calculation to be carried out

simultaneously without interference on the overall

performance. This multi-tasking can be applied to Step

(4) as well. In summary, we can realize the real-time

impedance monitoring system based on the parallel

operations of data acquisition, calculation, and analy-

sis, which are connected only by data transfer not by

processing sequence.

In order to fulfill the parallel operation, we approached

from the viewpoint of software rather than hardware.

Because Labview from National Instrument (NI) pro-

vides such parallel computing platforms optimized to

multi-core CPUs as well as high-speed data acquisi-

tion, we managed to code a Labview program to syn-

chronize and carry out the (1) to (4) processes. Fig.

1(a) shows the graphical program that contains sub

function units performing Step (1) to (4) in the sequen-

tial manner as explained above. Fig. 1(b) shows a

modified program that carries out the same functions

but the sub units work in the parallel manner. Here, the

sub units communicate each other with only data

transfer. The program without the parallel processing

handles the data acquisition and the calculation one by

one, so that each process cannot be executed until the

others are finished. For example, when the first data

acquisition is finished, the second data acquisition

cannot be executed without completing the calcula-

tion, which will cause the time delay between each

data acquisition process. In that situation, accurate

impedance monitoring is not guaranteed. On the other

hand, the program with the parallel processing handles

each process independently. Once the data acquired by

block (2), block A saves and hands over the data to

block (3) while the next data are acquired by block (2)

whether or not the first data are calculated by block

(3). Block (2) continuously acquires the data by itself

regardless the other processes. Block (3) only func-
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tions the impedance calculation, then the impedance

results are transmitted by block (B) to the NLCF mod-

ule (block 4) while data are acquired by block (2) and

calculated by block (3), respectively. When the NLCF

module receives the impedance spectrum, it starts to

fit the data to the appropriate equivalent circuit to eval-

uate the electrochemical parameters. Eventually, the

measured and calculated data are displayed. As the

rate of data transfer is much faster than any of the pro-

cesses, there is no interference possibly made during

the data transfer.

Fig. 2 shows some of sequential currents obtained

upon sequential potential steps without and with the

parallel algorithm. Even though we apply step poten-

tials and sampled the resulting signals with the same

rates and intervals, we do not manage to acquire the

whole complete sets of synchronized currents and

potentials. That means that there must be some

delayed/missing data when acquired. Since Fourier

transform is very dependent on the time coordinate,

even a delayed point can distort the whole impedance

spectrum. However, when the processes are carried

out in parallel, the complete sets of data were obtained

without a single missing point, and all data are accu-

rately synchronized.

Fig. 1. Labview graphical programs which carry out the

whole impedance spectroscopy procedure from measurement

to analysis are shown (a) without and (b) with the parallel

processing designs. Step(1): staircase waveform application,

step(2): current and potential signal acquisition, step(3):

impedance calculation through Fourier transform, and step(4):

analysis of the impedance results. Block (A) and (B) have

parallel pipeline for data transfer between above steps. 

Fig. 2. Experimental results are obtained with a dummy

cell using the above programs (a) without and (b) with the

parallel processing designs. The top lines were obtained at

the beginning of the FTEIS experiment and the lower lines

were obtained one second later than the beginning. (c)

Nyquist plots of impedance spectrum calculated from the

later currents, black lines in (a) and (b), are compared.
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4. Conclusion

Among the electrochemical measurement tech-

niques, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is the

most sensitive one to resolve even complex reactions

involving multiple processes. The cost of such advan-

tage is long measurement time and laborious work on

data analysis. The time problem had been solved by

the Fourier transform method; the currents upon the

sequential dc potentials are directly converted to ac

impedance spectrum, so that the applied potential and

the obtained impedance are synchronized. While the

impedance spectra are acquired in real-time by the

Fourier transform method, calculation and analysis of

the data for real-time monitoring was not possible due

to the high resource consumption which interferes

continuous data acquisition. In this report, we suggest

a new algorithm to solve that problem. Instead of

serial processing of the data acquisitions and calcula-

tions, parallel processing of those steps are employed

in the operating program. Once the data are transferred

to one processing unit, the data are tossed again to the

next unit before the time is spent by that processing

unit. Then, processing units do not interfere with each

other, impedance spectra and their final results are

possible to monitor. This new design is expected to

provide development guides for monitoring systems of

electric vehicle batteries,15) fuel cell power plants,16,17)

and so on.
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